Researchers study 'pot heads'

By Richard M. Harnett

SAN FRANCISCO (UP) — Those who deal with the "pot heads" of today, who use marijuana mainly for a "soothing" effect, say they differ from the "cool" generation of teenagers who turned to drugs in the early 1960's. They are not just "rowdy dudes" with a knack for gab and a contempt for the "rowdys" but the "mellow dudes," who are described as "cool" and "precocious." As the "rowdy dudes" are the tough ones, the "mellow dudes" are the easy, the "players" who are more interested in making a "sox trip" more exciting.

The survey, which Lohman said was the first to really penetrate the "mellow dudes," the gest group, the "mellow dudes," the "rowdy dudes," the tough ones, the "mellow dudes," the easy ones, the "players," is a dramatic ballet with delightful trip by the young-

Ballet here Saturday

The San Diego Ballet, famed in the area of Arizona and New Mexico, under the direction of Bennett Daniel, will perform in the open air at 8 p.m., Sat-
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WAS POLY ROYAL WORTH IT?

The Free - HI-Joker

I think some of the departments demand too much from some individuals. There should be more work distribution of work. What I saw of Poly Royal was not very interesting.

Ray Popp - Ball Science - Senior

It was very enjoyable and interesting. The displays were much better this year.

Steve Yorth - EE - Junior

It prepares the young kids that visit the school with a knowledge of what they are going to learn in both academic and fun-related studies.

Marilyn Jones - Math - Freshman

It was lots of fun. This is my fourth year in Poly Royal, and I have seen it grow here. It is a different atmosphere. When you are involved, it is truly worth the effort.

Doug Swell - Soil Science - Senior

It opened the campus to Hartman to. I'm proud of this school, and I like to show it to people.

Tom Ruckles - Arts Engineering - Senior

As General Chairman of Poly Royal, I thought it was well worth the effort. The weather was warm but last year, it was too much people. The displays were above and beyond anything. I am going to be a freshman here, and I don't think any kid or principal that it wasn't worth the effort.
The photo in modern farm machinery, such as the Koelat Mclennel built in the 1950s (Photo by William).
Mustangers prepare for 1967 grid season

Tee'd off by freyland

It took more than 40 years for the world of sports to recognize it. Will it take Cal Poly that long? Volleyball originated in the United States in 1965, and was destined to rise to an underground environment until the International Olympic Committee approved of its sport in 1967. That's how long, and the members of the Cal Poly Variety Volleyball Club don't want it to happen that way.

At night, almost secretly at first, volleyball nets started appearing in the midst of basketball courts and gymnasiums in the Mark E. Yeston arena, they found themselves in an underground environment. Attempts were made to have the sport recognized by the Physical Education Department. It almost did seem there was such a sport as volleyball.

Now, to locate where the sport is played, the underground infiltrated the 1966 intramurals, splitting the teams into two groups. They fought it out for first and second. This year, the attempt was made to bring the game into the open. The plan this time was to earn respect from those not in the inside until it had been recognized at home.

Research for any kind of local competition to practice with, the Underground turned to an offer from the California Men's College, the city's emerging yet disorganized sports association. The prisoners dedicated almost a full page of praise to the organization of California Men's College.

Bermunaga were asked for with the Vanderburg Launches who wanted only at first—having never heard of a Cal Poly team. After a series of defeats, the Vanderburg team couldn't help but show their rapture.

From then on, the mixture had continued to add up, as needed, in the UCSD Invitational Volleyball tournament. Finally, they were given a chance to play in a field of twelve. But no coverage was given.

Scrimmages were asked for with the Vandenberg Launches, Long Beach State and Loyola (losing only to U.C.L.A. and Downs, the team stepped in to steal a fourth place in the tournament. Our boys were quite poll out the final match. Long Beach Athletic Club won the first place trophy and Cal Poly nettled for the runner-up position.

But no coverage was given. Probably the biggest blow to the Mustangs was that keepers with the Vanderburg and Cal Poly teams couldn't be filled.

Other flelding outfits for other sports, such as track and field, were also missed. The Mustangs may be the last to know until it's too late.

Next year, the Mustangs may be the last to know until it's too late.

Netters fourth

Henderson said that tennis is a fast sport, but not such a demanding one.

They played six matches in three days.

Last week was the California College Championships. The tournament was held at Santa Barbara Valley State College in Northridge.

The schools participating in the tournament were: Long Beach State, Los Angeles State, Pomona Valley State College, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, Cal State Fullerton, Long Beach State College Club, Santa Barbara Valley State College and Santa Barbara City College.

Net for the Netters was Margaret Babbitt, a native of Great Falls, Mont. She proved her money worth in a field of twelve. Her accuracy was $90.

The Mustangs were: Henderson; Margaret Babbitt; Anderson; NotImplementedError; IMPLEMENTATION.

There were no wins against Long Beach State, Agoura College, Palmyra, Pennsylvania State, Williams College; Rich Mayer and Rich Tarrall; Williams College; Rich Mayer; Long Beach State; Coaches for the Mustangs were: Williams; Rich Mayer.

The drill* will continue tbrough March.

The drill* will continue tbrough March.
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